
WELCOME

P + H

to the client design process guide



FIRST OFF,

NEXT . . .

Thank you for being here & being 
MY client! I own a couple of
small businesses myself, so I KNOW
the importance of your branding.

& I know it̓s not always easy to 
place it in someone else̓s hands. So
ffor trusting me with your business,
I am gracious and enthusiastic about
doing this together!

Whether this business for you is a 
side gig, hobby, or new livelihood...
It̓s A BIG DEAL! You̓re creating
things out of thin air. You̓re cool &
wwe̓re going to make your brand 
say that!

I want to introduce to you what this guide is alllll about. It serves a few purposes...
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2

3Communicate the design process
so you are totally informed of
WHAT to expect WHEN Discuss the WHY behind

the processes I do & the
way we will work

Inform you of resources I will
implement and use so that you
can know what to continue on
with in the future

let’s get started...



WEEK BY WEEK BREAKDOWN

week

week

1

2

 choose branding package
 pay 50% deposit via invoice
 sign design contract
 complete brand questionnaire
 schedule branding call
 compile Pinterest board of inspiration
 add content & co add content & copy (both images and verbiage) to your shared folder

first draft of primary logo, color choices, and fonts sent 
client sends feedback & revision requests off 

inspiration images are worked into brand board 
once primary logo is approved, secondary logo designs begin 
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week

week

week

week

3

4

5

6

 drafts of secondary logo variations sent
 drafts of elements (social media icons, decorative pieces, etc.) sent
 client gives feedback on logos and elements & requests any revisions
 revisions made and new draft sent

 website designing week
 page by page, sneaks will be given as necessary to receive feedback
 first reveal of the website at the end of the week
 client will go through and make any notes, page by page, that they have

revisions made to website to tweak and add final content 
client approval of website is given once all pieces are complete 
files are officially shared in variations (all black, all white, color if
created in color, transparent & opaque background colors, etc.) 
launch materials are created (social media images) and shared 

tutorial videos given for future reference customizing site 
LLAUNCH DAY! 

all logos & elements approved and finalized 
final pieces incorporated to complete brand board 

brand board approved 
website design process begins 
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“the why”

There are a few things I want to explain to you because I have either
gotten questions about these things in the past OR I feel it’s necessary
to explain the gravity of their importance from the get-go!

Why I use SquareSpace:
+ SquareSpace is an amazing platform both for designers & users. It is highly responsive, 
meaning it adjusts to the sizing of the browser page or phone screen, which avoids the 
need to need to zoom in and out or endlessly scroll. This is important to keep your viewers
captivated and not bored or frustrated as they view  your site.
+ It is a drag & drop style of platform, making customizations and additions reasonable 
for you to maintain in the future. I see no value in creating a website for a client that 
they can never use for their business post-creation because it’s too complex! I 
understand that you don’t have the time or need to learn coding, so I keep it simple but 
still create a visually pleasing site for you!
+ + The monthly and annual payment plans are very reasonably priced, and you can easily
register & renew your domain. Hosting is taken care of for you automatically because
SquareSpace is both a website builder AND host.



Why I use Google Drive folders:
+ Google Drive is a very simple tool to use because I have found most people are already familiar
with it.
+ It enables me to organize specifically the folders and even add in documents that list what should
be in the folders. I hope this makes it easier for you to add in your images & copy ( p.s. “copy” is
the verbiage on your site such as your bio, list of your services, and other phrases or words that you
want want your website to say)

Why I limit the revision stages:
+ I do this both for me and for YOU! As humans we are fickle people, even those extremely type A
ones like me. Even when we know what we want, we somehow convince ourselves otherwise. 
Limiting the revision stages just helps to keep us on track and productive. If I didn’t we would work
endlessly rather than being pushed to hit the mark every time. I also want you to have a timely 
branding process so that you can launch sooner and stay on track.
+ Another + Another reason is to respect and protect my style as a designer. If you create a product or service
for your clients, you may understand this element too. For instance, if you are a photogrpher that
delivers images you have spent hours edited to perfection, you don’t expect your clients to 
come back requesting multiple rounds of edits. You have been hired by your client FOR your style,
so they should accept your end product knowing it is what they paid for. I realize that logos and
websites are different and revisions are often necessary, because I can’t be perfect all the time! But 
to stay true to my style, I limit the rounds of revisions.
+ Because I do limit + Because I do limit my revision stages, I aim to produce something extremely thoughtfully created
for you from the start! I hope I can nail it spot on from the beginning, with only very slight
adjustment requests. This pushes me to become better at what I do!

Why there are some occasional circumstances that limit my capabilities:
+ We are building your site on a platform that does work from templates. That being said, there is a
vast amount of customization that goes in after choosing the template that truly personalizes and sets
it a part. However, there are some very slight things that sites are sometimes unable to do.
+ + There are instances when I will code to allow the site to do what I want it to do, but I limit those
occassions for the same reason I said I chose SquareSpace for - being user friendly. If I overcode, then
you may not be able to keep it up in the future. 

I hope you now understand the deep thought that goes into the process and that you feel
prepared and ready for this!



R E S O U R C E S

+ SquareSpace - website builder & host
+ Adobe Design Suite - graphic design
+ Unsplash - if needing stock photos
+ Acuity Scheduling - appointment scheduler
+ MailChimp - email marketing
+ Basecamp - project management
+ D+ DropBox - file sharing
+ Google Drive - file sharing
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Let’s start
creating

Make sure to follow the rest of the steps and 
complete your questionnaire, sign the contract, and submit 
your deposit payment so that we can move forward!


